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Tom Seeley: a Life with Bees

Left, “The author in 1974—already infatuated with Apis melllifera —studies a swarm choosing its home,” Photograph by John G. Seeley, Harvard Magazine, May-June 2011,
https://harvardmagazine.com/2011/05/honeybee-house-hunting; right, Tom Seeley, Cornell Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, accessed February 8, 2020,
http://pages.nbb.cornell.edu/seeley.shtml

Seeley’s Laboratory: Arnot Forest
Appalachian Foothills, Western New York State
• Bees forage on:
• Trees (resin, pollen): maple, cherry, basswood, chestnut
• Shrubs: alder, pussy willow, sumac, serviceberry,
hawthorns, honeysuckle
• Herbaceous plants: brambles, goldenrods, asters

• Arnot bees live in trees, av. 0.5 miles apart

• Additional wild bee populations studied:
• 4 locations in US, 4 in Germany, 1 in
Poland, 3 in Australia
• 2.6 to 7.8 colonies/square mile
• Average hive entrance: 12 feet above ground
Arnot Forest, in Zoë Van Nostrand, “Creating A “Teaching Village” In the Forest,” Primitive Pursuits,
May 6, 2016, http://primitivepursuits.com/blog/2016/5/6/creating-teaching-village-forest

Wild Honey Bees Survived Varroa Mites
• In 1980s, Seeley feared wild bees
had been wiped out by Varroa
• Local managed bees: decimated
• But wild bees thrived….
• Seeley found they WERE infested with
Varroa
• As wild bees, they were untreated
• Yet colonies did not collapse
Figure 1. Hygienic removal of a mite infested worker pupa by adult worker honey bees is
an important mechanism of resistance to varroa mites. The removal involves several
bees, and results in death of the mite offspring. The mother mite usually survives. From
“Varroa Sensitive Hygiene and Mite Reproduction,” BEE-HEALTH, August 20, 2019,
https://bee-health.extension.org/varroa-sensitive-hygiene-and-mite-reproduction/

• What were their secrets?

Arnot Bee Sample Population
Q: How did Seeley know that bees he sampled
were wild, not managed, honey bees?
A: “Beelining”
• Lure bees with bait, then move bait station in
direction of their flight till you find the hive
• For 15 min video of how Seeley does it, visit:
https://www.honeybeesuite.com/bookreview-following-wild-bees/

Left, photos of Tom Seeley’s “Beelining” Process from Susan Brackney, Hobby Farms,
“Bee Hunting: A Modern Twist on an Old Practice,” June 7, 2019,
https://www.hobbyfarms.com/bee-hunting-wild-honeybees/

Part 1: Genetics
Wild Bees:
• Colonies genetically adapted
to location
• Bees choose larvae for queen
rearing
• Drones compete fiercely for
mating

Managed Bees:
• Colonies not genetically
adapted to location
• Beekeepers choose larvae for
queen rearing
• Queen breeder may select
drones for mating

Material from Seeley, The Life of Bees, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019, 279; you can find Seeley’s summary of this information reprinted with his permission at this site:
“Darwinian Beekeeping: An Evolutionary Approach to Apiculture,” by Tom Seeley, Natural Beekeeping Trust (originally published in American Bee Journal, March 2017),
https://www.naturalbeekeepingtrust.org/darwinian-beekeeping

Part 2: Nest Organization
• Nest, 10% - 25% drone comb
• Nest organization stable
• Nest-site relocations rare

• Nest, less than 5% drone comb
• Nest organization often altered
• Hive relocations frequent

• Other than swarming

• But swarming discouraged

• Colonies rarely disturbed

• Colonies frequently disturbed

Part 3: Where Bees Live
Wild bees: Colonies widely spaced; small, thick-walled nest cavities (av. 6” wall); nest entry high, small
Managed bees: live close together in apiaries; occupy large hive boxes with thin walls & low, wide entries

Benefits for wild bees:
• Protection from predators

• Up higher, better access to
winter light
• Bee trees – thick walls, better
insulation in winter

Left, “The red arrow in this photo points to the entrance to a wild bee colony’s nest in Cornell University’s 1,700-hectare Arnot Teaching and Research Forest, where Dr. Seeley has
conducted many of his studies of wild honey bees for decades”; right, “The entrance to a nest of wild honey bees. During swarming, honey bees carefully choose their homes via
an impressive, democratic, collective decision-making process that involves rigorous debate, information gathering, and consensus building. Dr. Seeley discovered that bees in wild swarms
prefer certain features of nest entrance (size, direction, height and location) and nest cavities (volume and presence of beeswax combs from a previous colony),” from When We Talk About
Animals, Episode 16, Yale University, May 13, 2019, http://www.whenwetalkaboutanimals.org/2019/05/13/ep-16-thomas-seeley/

Part 4: Antibiotic Protection Through Propolis
Wild bees coat inside of bee tree;
bees shape propolis for insulation

Left, “Load of Resin: A honey bee worker is carrying a load of plant resin in her pollen baskets”; right, “Recycled Propolis: A honey bee worker collects used propolis from an empty hive.
She scrapes pieces from a crown board with her mandibles and then deposits them in her pollen baskets for transport.” Both Photos © Christopher Wren, Honey Bee Suite,
accessed February 8, 2020, https://www.honeybeesuite.com/propolis-and-the-resin-connection/

Wild bees also coat hive entries with propolis

Left, “Propolis Surround: This open-air colony was discovered in Maupin, Oregon. The ring of propolis deposited on the bark around the nest provides a barrier to disease organisms,” Photo
© Naomi Price, Honey Bee Suite, accessed February 8, 2020, https://www.honeybeesuite.com/propolis-and-the-resin-connection/ ; right, “Bees in a hollow oak,” Podore Santa Pia, Toscane,
accessed February 8, 2020, http://www.poderesantapia.com/video/album/catchingaswarmofbees7hollowtree.htm

Apis mellifera scutellata/monticola, Nyamira County, Kenya:
Bees propolize entryway to hanging hive

Photo by Susanne Weil, October 2014

Propolis as Colony Defense in Lewis County

Left, dead mice propolized to board exposed during colony removal, July 26, 2014, Ethel, WA;
right, “Propolis Princesses: Carve-out Girls III,” August 2014. Photos by Susanne Weil

Part 5: Diets of Wild v. Managed Bees
Wild Bees:

Managed Bees:

• Colonies have diverse pollen sources

• Colonies have homogenous pollen sources

• Colonies have natural diets

• Colonies sometimes have artificial diets

• Colonies are not exposed to new toxins

• Colonies exposed to insecticides & fungicides

• Honey not taken, pollen not harvested

• Honey taken, pollen sometimes harvested

• Combs not moved between colonies

• Combs often moved between colonies

• Honey cappings are recycled by bees

• Honey cappings harvested by beekeeper

Material from Seeley, The Life of Bees, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019, 279; you can find Seeley’s summary of this information reprinted with his permission at this site:
“Darwinian Beekeeping: An Evolutionary Approach to Apiculture,” by Tom Seeley, Natural Beekeeping Trust (originally published in American Bee Journal, March 2017),
https://www.naturalbeekeepingtrust.org/darwinian-beekeeping

Part 6: Treatment for Mites & Diseases?
Wild Bees:
• Colonies deal with familiar diseases
• Colonies not treated for diseases
• Combs not moved among colonies
• Drone brood not removed for mite
control

Managed Bees:
• Colonies deal with new diseases
• Colonies treated for diseases
• Combs often moved among colonies
• Drone brood sometimes removed &
frozen

How Could Beekeepers
Foster Survival Traits of Wild Bees
In Our Managed Colonies?

Left, wild hive entrance from “Darwinian Beekeeping: An Evolutionary Approach to Apiculture,” by Tom Seeley, Natural Beekeeping Trust
(originally published in American Bee Journal, March 2017), https://www.naturalbeekeepingtrust.org/darwinian-beekeeping;
right, small managed hive entrance from “UNCG Student Research Could Help Bees Fight Mites,” Los Angeles Beekeepers’ Association,
Time Warner Cable News, November 19, 2015, https://eva-andrews-3y3w.squarespace.com/?offset=1450586952047&category=Varroa+Mites

Seeley’s Suggestions
• Choose locally adapted bees
• Rear queens from survivor colonies;
capture local swarms

• Acquire colonies through
splits & wild swarm captures
• Let them rear emergency queens

• Let queens mate naturally
• Let bees swarm – creates brood breaks,
which help control Varroa
• Also, may improve local genetic diversity

• Space hives widely as possible
• 100-160 foot separation cuts drifting &
disease

Above, Sansa of House Liguistica, First of Her Name: Queen in the Northwest, Lady of Clarkroad,
Mother of Bees, and her retinue, May 2019 (photo by Susanne Weil)

House colonies in small hives
• 1 deep for brood, 1 super for honey crop
• Beekeeper gets less honey
•

• But also, less mite buildup
• Also: less winter heat loss in colony
• Illustration: Fig. 9.4 from The Lives of Bees:
• “Anatomy of a winter cluster of a honey bee colony

•
•
•
•

inside a Langstroth hive when the ambient
temperature was -21 degrees C (-6 degrees F),
at 0700 hours on 25 Feb 1951.
“It shows the ways in which a cluster loses heat to
the nest cavity’s air and walls: through conduction,
convection, evaporation, & thermal radiation.
“It also shows how the nest cavity’s air and walls
lose heat to the outside environment: through
conduction, convection, & thermal radiation.
“Dark shadowing indicates the dense, insulating
mantle of the cluster.
“The colony’s small brood nest is inside the 32
degrees C (90 degrees F) isotherm.”

Encourage Bees To Coat Hive Walls With Propolis

Left, Propolis outlines where the triangle shaped top bars were taken out of the hive,” in “Propolis: Defender of the Hive,” Backyard Beekeeper,
October 05, 2017, https://backyardhive.com/blogs/managing-your-top-bar-hive/propolis-the-defender-of-the-hive;
right, one of Rick Battin’s supers coated with a propolis/alcohol wash (photo by Susanne Weil)

Georgia Study: tested 3 ways to texturize hive wall interiors to stimulate production of propolis:
Left: plastic propolis traps put onto hive walls
Center: “walls modified with 5 parallel saw kerfs, 7 centimeters apart, cut 3 millimeters deep into surface”
Right: walls roughened with mechanized wire brush
“All three treatments stimulated increased propolis production over smooth, unmodified walls.”

(Left image originally published
in Borba et al 2015, Journal of
Experimental Biology; center
and right images originally
Published in Hodges et al 2018,
Journal of Economic Entomology;
in “Propolis Power-Up: How
Beekeepers Can Encourage Resin
Deposits for Better Hive Health,”
Entomology Today, November 28,
2018, https://entomologytoday.org/
2018/11/28/propolis-howbeekeepers-encouragebetter-hive-health/)

8-frame-sized Propolis Trap at Betterbee: $7.95
Can cut in strips/leave whole; affix to hive walls, encourage bees to propolize
OR ~ DIY with your own materials?

8FR Plastic Propolis Trap, Betterbee, 2020,
https://www.betterbee.com/wooden-hive-equipment/8-frame-propolis-trap.asp

Give Bees Insulated Hives
• 6” thick boxes would be
unmanageable for most
beekeepers. . . .
• . . . But we could provide
better insulation in winter,
when it is most needed

Single Hive Wraps: Beekeeping in Manitoba

Brood Nest Recommendations
• Let colonies keep 10 to 20% of
brood comb as drone comb
• Adds to local genetics
• Only strongest colonies can afford to
rear many drones (barring failing
queens, drone layers)
• Caution: must monitor carefully for
mites (see mites, later in
presentation)

• Minimize disruption of brood
nest/structure
• Checkerboarding to inhibit swarming,
build colony just leads to larger
colony, thus more mites

Old capped drone comb in “Q&A – Drone Comb and Brood Pattern,” Mudsongs, August 2, 2011,
https://mudsongs.org/capped-drone-comb-and-other-mysteriousnesses-of-the-universe/

Maximize Colony’s Winter Food Supply
• Minimize harvest of honey,
pollen
• Consider taking honey in spring
after overwintering, not
summer
• Ensure bees have natural food
to extent possible

Our first honey harvest, 2010; photo, Susanne Weil

Location, Location, Location
• Minimize moving of colonies
• Put bees in places with
natural forage – woods,
wetlands, abandoned fields
• But be sure the area has not
been treated with fungicides,
herbicides

Shasta Daisies, July 2019; photo, Susanne Weil

Some of Seeley’s suggestions
would be hard to implement. . .
• Site hives high off the ground
– like 12 feet (!)
• Reasons:
•
•
•
•

above ground canopy
early light
protection from predators
Less danger of falling into snow on winter cleansing
flights

• But manipulating hive boxes from ladders would
be impractical for most beekeepers – plus,
dangerous

• Possibilities: decks, roofs?

Langstroth beehive fence line in Tsavo,
Kenya Beehive Fences, Save the Elephants, accessed February 5, 2020
https://elephantsandbees.com/kenya/

Seeley’s most controversial suggestions:
Don’t treat for Varroa
Pre-emptively kill colonies with chronically
high mite loads
Goal: only bees with strains of genetic
resistance to Varroa will survive
~ How did he arrive at this? ~

Gotland, Sweden, 1999-2015
The “Live And Let Die” Experiment
• 7 apiaries / 150 colonies set up in
Langstroth hives on Gotland
Island for isolation
• Genetically diverse (Italians,
Carniolans, Apis mellifera m.)
• Queens marked
• Bees deliberately infested with
Varroa via 1000 bees from
mainland added to each colony
• No treatment, no management
Gotland, Sweden, from Today I Like Blog, June 1, 2014,
http://www.todayilikeblog.com/2014/06/today-i-like-island-of-gotland-in-sweden.html

The Results:
Bees Developed Varroa Resistance in 5 Years
• First winter (1999-2000): 5% colony loss
• Second winter: 30% colony loss
• Less swarming in following summer

• Third winter: 80% colony loss
• Few colonies alive following summer
• No swarms

• Fourth winter: 57% colony loss
• 8 of original 120 colonies alive
• But one strong enough to swarm

• Fifth winter: 12% colony loss
• Half of colonies swarmed
• Low mite counts

• Sixth winter: 18% colony loss/low mite counts
• 2005-2015: No interventions
• Apiary had 20-30 self-sustaining colonies

Bees festooning. Credit: E. L. Niño Bee Lab. In “Beekeeping Tips – From Bees!”
“Talk of the Nation/Science Friday, National Public Radio, May 24, 2019,
https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/beekeeping-tips-from-bees/

Arnot Forest Bees & Varroa Resistance
• By mid-1990s, Arnot wild bees infested with Varroa
• 2011: Bee census showed same colony density as in 1978 and 2002
• Seeley compared Arnot DNA from managed colonies outside Arnot
• Significant differences, little overlap

• Compared DNA from 1970s with 2011
•
•
•
•

Major loss in genetic diversity
Nearly all old mitochrondrial lineages extinct
But surviving mitochrondrial lineages not present in managed bees sampled
Bees went through bottleneck – but survived

• Similar results in experiments on wild bees in southern France,
Norway, Russia, Louisiana, Texas, Arizona

Varroa Resistant Behavior in Wild Bees
• Hygienic behavior
• Removal of pupae
• Grooming / chewing off mites’ legs
• Unique to wild bees:
• Nurse bees partially uncapped 40+% of
pupae
• Immature mites died
• Bee pupae lived
• Nurse bees then recapped pupae

• Genetic changes
• Some introgression of Africanized
genetics
Hygienic uncapping of pupae, in Jody Gerdts, “So Far, Soooooo Good!”
BeeScientifics, August 3, 2019, https://www.beescientifics.com/varroa/so-far-soooooo-good/

• All related to bee development
• Bees smaller in body size
• Possibly smaller brood cell sizes,
• Less mite development?

Seeley Cautions:

Not treating Varroa only works if. . .
• You are willing to accept 80%
death loss over a period of years
while genetics shift
• Your apiary is isolated from other
beekeepers’ apiaries, or all
surrounding beekeepers are using
same non-treatment/kill approach
• Your apiary is isolated so that you
can avoid having non-resistant
swarm drones breeding with your
queens

Barbara Locke, “Varroa mite on an adult bee,” in Srinivas Thaduri,
“Virus Dynamics in Naturally Varroa-Resistant Honeybee Populations,”
Doctoral thesis, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences Uppsala 2019
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/6ef8/9054de130c497d50369594373c1a37da0dc7.pdf

“The Honey Bee Deserves Special Care”
“. . . To truly help the bees,
we must do more than just
keep the world healthy for
them; we must also build a
new relationship between
human beings and honey bees,
one that promotes the health of
the millions of managed
colonies that we depend on to
produce our food.”
-- Tom Seeley

